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not process. 

The relevance 
of the due diligence of 
the financial workflows 
in the practice 

CASE STUDY



The necessity of the due diligence of the financial processes is not considered so elemental,
moreover, some people query the evidence of its results.

Me, as a Process Transformation Manager of BPiON, took part in many due diligence procedures
and I would like to share now why I do not agree with the doubtful approach.

Let’s start at the beginning and focus on the basics!



What kind of factors can induce the necessity of a workflow- due diligence?

If people hear the phrase „due diligence”, most of them are still associating on the words like
business valuation, business audit or the analysis of a purchase transaction of a company ordered by
the potential buyer through an independent professional (e.g. in case of a fusion). However, such an
approach is not always the proper way of investigation since the above-mentioned methods focus
rather on the financial indexes or the compliance with the regulations and not on the driven core
workflows.

Many CEOs perceives that the financial processes do not work properly at their companies. The
symptoms are usually embodied in the form of a concrete issue during daily work.
For example:
+ the information given from the accountants are not up to date, the decision makers cannot rely

on this information.
+ even if the human resources are increased on the financial department, the effectiveness still

stagnates, the employees are overloaded, and employees of other departments are frustrated
because of the lack of reliable information.

That’s why it is worth considering the operation and the workflows of the financial department from
time to time.



What can be in the focus of a process due diligence?
The foundational goal of a process due diligence is to give a complex
picture about the financial procedures of the company, and this should
cover among others:

+ the systems running the workflows and its connections,

+ the persons involved in these workflows and the task sharing of them.

Its objective is usually to dig deeper than the evident facts, deliver answers
and provide the decision makers with supports after the analysis.

The process due diligence is a sensitive cooperation since professionals
need a real and complete specification during the analysis and we apply
such qualitative searching methods (e.g. monitoring, interviews) which
require the commitment of the employees as well.

Our professionals are experienced in the creation of the co-operation even in
a complicated environment (e.g. under resistant circumstances arisen from
the employees or a third-party subcontractor). However, it is important to
define the authorisation degree of the professional makes this due diligence.
At the same time, it is not a question that the commitment of the CEO/CFO
is essential and crucial during the whole project.



1. Needs assessment, contracting
+ creation of scope of work together based on the exact 

symptoms
+ getting closer to the approach of the management/decision 

makers
+ goal setting on a very concrete level
+ walkthrough the time and resource plan

2. Data and information collection
+ sending the list of requested information/data based on the 

needs
+ processing the received data and information in a structured 

form

5. Summary and / or consultation
+ exposition of the result of the due diligence in structured form
+ providing potential solutions for the concerning financial areas 

(if possible, with implementation plan)
+ showing the possibility of further co-operation

5 phases of the project

4. System introspection
+ cognition of the systems used for the operation of the 

workflows, its integrity and the method of data flow

3. Interviewing, qualitative technics, 
sampling, introspection in documents
+ getting more information for the questionable points
+ validation of the information received up to this time
+ compliance test through sampling
+ setting up the „whole picture”

There are no two projects that are the same as the diversity of the companies and its financial workflows, thus it is a challenge to
universalize. Principally, the following phases can be differentiated:



CASE STUDY
The experiences of a project



Our Client is the Hungarian affiliate of an international
company in asset commerce, design & construction.

Issue: help in the supply of financial services (mainly in
invoicing) with a personal presence in their office in some
working hours of a week. Based on their perception the
quantity of the invoices to be issued increased extremely
and their colleague need a support for this reason.

Thanks to our flexible organizational chart, we could
respond to that demand within a very short time and
placed one of our colleagues in their office. This colleague
identified some financial areas during her work, which
are not ensure the full compliance with the Hungarian
regulations or not effective, thus trail some risks along. As
responsible financial professional, we always call the
attention of our Clients to all such experiences.

Background, 
issue



During a personal meeting, we explained our experiences 
to the Client highlighting:

+ the exact areas

+ with the potential risks / penalties

in order to be able to decide whether they want to take 
care of its solution and if yes, then how (marking the 
priorities).

Finally, the Client gave us confidence in the process 
due diligence after got know about our professionalism.

As first part of our service, we double-checked the 
invoicing procedures. It became clear at the very 
beginning that the invoicing software applied up to that 
time was not compliant before 3 weeks of the effective 
date with the new data change requirements of the 
Hungarian Tax Authorities to be adapted from 1 July 2018.

Identification of 
the problem

https://bpion.com/only-a-few-days-left-the-online-invoicing-system-in-hungary/


Invoicing is an elemental process from the financial-
administrative procedures of a company especially in the
case of a sales-driven company.

We were of the opinion that the replacement of the
invoicing software would not guarantee the expected
increase of effectiveness defined by the management.
Thus, our project approached the objectives from two
different directions: we proposed not only the change
of the software but the revision of the invoicing
procedures as well.

Having the fact that the invoicing software was nested in
the financial procedures deeply, thus we first had to
investigate its technical and logic connection with
other systems (e.g. logistic, asset administration,
accounting, CRM, controlling software), which
information was taken into consideration later during the
search & selection of the proper invoicing software
available in the market.

Proposed
solutions

#1



During the proposal we showed 3 different software
solutions to the management after we formed out the
relevant aspects, scoring them and evaluating these.

Moreover, we worked out a revised, tailor-made, 7-steps
invoicing procedure which can adapt the objectives of
the Client and ensures that:

+ colleagues who are not involved in the daily work of
the financial department do not lose their focus from
their core business area,

+ colleagues of the financial department get the inputs
for invoicing in a structured form on a more effective
way than before

After handing over the project documentation our
Client made the decision on the applicable new invoicing
software and also asked us to support them in the
implementation of it.

Proposed
solutions

#2



What are the pros of the revision of the
financial processes?

The management usually focuses on the core
business of the company and the financial
area is treated as a supporting function for
decision making only.

They usually are not aware of the legal
requirements related to the financial
processes, and some of their colleagues
might hide information from them because
they are not interested in taking up of any
incompliance.

Therefore, the management usually takes
such risk, which they are not aware of.



as an independent BPO 
consultant, provides the following services: 
assessing business / financial needs, 
selecting and implementing the 
appropriate software application, 
developing applications that support the 
automatic connection of systems, and 
automatic solutions to reduce manual 
input.

In case of any question, please do not 
hesitate to contact us.

Karó Katalin
Advisory Manager – Process Transformation

hello@bpion.com
+36 70 679 0279
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